manually transmission shifting issues ford ranger forum - i own a 2000 ford ranger with a 3 0 flex fuel engine and a 5 speed manual transmission with 170 000 miles sometimes when i stop at a traffic light i cannot shift to any gear i turn off truck and then i m able to shift it into gear this happens about twice a week i have replaced the slave cylinder but this problem continues to occur, **2004 ford ranger shifts hard 2 complaints - i m out over 1400 because mazda can t build a transmission good enough for use in a ford ranger and it still shifts hard maybe i just got a bad one but the transmission in this truck is pure junk, solved ford ranger getting harder to shift into gear fixya - ford ranger getting harder to shift into gear my 4 0 v6 2004 ford ranger standard when i start it it makes a squeaking noise which seems to be coming from the transmission and its getting harder to shift and sometimes grinds, manual transmission problems of ford ranger - ford ranger owners have reported 21 problems related to manual transmission under the power train category the most recently reported issues are listed below also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of ford ranger based on all problems reported for the ranger, **2004 ford ranger transmission autozone com - equip cars trucks suvs with 2004 ford ranger transmission from autozone get yours today we have the best products at the right price home 2004 ford ranger parts 2004 ford ranger manual trans shifter repair kit 2004 ford ranger manual transmission 2004 ford ranger performance transmission mount, 2004 ford ranger manual transmission grinding noise when - 2004 ford ranger manual transmission grinding noise when shifting answered by a verified ford mechanic we use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website by continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our cookie policy unless you have disabled them, solved my 2004 automatic ford ranger shifts hard fixya - my 2004 automatic ford ranger shifts hard when i drive my ranger it shifts really hard from 2nd to 3rd whenever i accelerate it doesn t happen every time i accelerate but when it does my whole truck will shake and my rpm s go all the way up to 6 000 and the truck won t accelerate beyond 35 mph, rough shifting manual transmission maintenance repairs - i have a 2003 ford ranger that s having a consistent problem with the clutch transmission short version is it becomes gradually harder to shift into gear with the clutch pedal floored it doesn t slide into gear easily and i can feel it chunk into place when it does sometimes in a stage or 3, **2004 ford ranger transmission problems carcomplaints com - 2004 ford ranger transmission problems 22 complaints from ranger owners the worst complaints are transmission clunking and jumping shifts hard and slips between shifts and o d light comes on, manual transmission issue it s very difficult shifting - ok just got a 1997 explorer sport 4 0 and was warned it has some shifting issues but not all the time so yesterday it was shifting fine then all the sudden after i had been driving awhile it was a b tch to get into first when at a complete stop stick so when i got to another stop i tested and it was a b1tch going into any gear from a stop like i had to push really hard to get it to go
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